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I N T R O D U C T I O N
COVID-19 cases are on the rise in virtually every state across the country, driving disruption to business due to restarted social distancing and mask 
mandates instated by local governments.  This has had a noticeable impact on consumer sentiment and the ways people are shopping – a shift to 
digital and online as well as consumers focusing on value versus quality continues to see an upward trend.

As these new guidelines and mandates arise from increased cases, it may be time to leverage learnings from initial efforts when the pandemic began in 
the US in the early part of the year.  Merkle can help to facilitate findings and future implementations through rigorous analytics capabilities and a 
strong foundation in design and creative to match the shift back to consumer patterns that were seen at the start of the pandemic.

In this report we highlight key trends in the marketplace as well as consumer sentiment shifts that are being seen as the US population experiences 
increased COVID-19 rates that looked to be trending downwards only a few weeks ago.

Merkle is here to support you with this weekly update that summarizes events in the marketplace and the critical implications for the insurance 
industry.  In-depth daily reports are also available, covering broad consumer trends in media consumption, digital activity (search, social), and overall 
consumer sentiment. Reach out to your Merkle Client Partner for access to any of these reports.

We are all in this together, and Merkle is here to support you, your team, and your consumers.

–Your Merkle Insurance Response Team
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I n d u s t r y  I n s i g h t s  a n d  Tr e n d s
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Shopping/switching propensity has 

remained relatively flat since the 

end of April but rates were much 

higher when comparing contacted 

customers vs non-contacted

J.D. Power consumer outlook and trends



I n d u s t r y  I n s i g h t s  a n d  Tr e n d s
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Competitive pricing has grown in level of 

importance while all other categories considering 

consumer-insurance provider relationships 

declined.

J.D. Power consumer outlook and trends



I n d u s t r y  I n s i g h t s  a n d  Tr e n d s
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Willingness to use/try usage-based auto insurance 

products is highly driven by expectations of continuing 

to work from home for the foreseeable future.

J.D. Power consumer outlook and trends



I n d u s t r y  I n s i g h t s  a n d  Tr e n d s
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Exploration of delayed payment options 

are growing for consumers who have been 

laid-off or furloughed, but diminishing for 

those who have not been impacted or just 

seen hours reduced.

J.D. Power consumer outlook and trends



I n d u s t r y  I n s i g h t s  a n d  Tr e n d s
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Percentage of shoppers doing more since 

COVID-19

There is a shift to shopping patterns 

showing consumers trading down for 

value/savings.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/a-global-view-of-how-consumer-behavior-is-
changing-amid-covid-19

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/a-global-view-of-how-consumer-behavior-is-changing-amid-covid-19


I n d u s t r y  I n s i g h t s  a n d  Tr e n d s
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Percentage growth of people making online 

purchases since COVID-19

Online purchase propensity continues to 

grow, showing positive growth across all 

categories in the US.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/a-global-view-of-how-consumer-behavior-is-
changing-amid-covid-19

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/a-global-view-of-how-consumer-behavior-is-changing-amid-covid-19


K e y  C o n s i d e r a t i o n s
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I n d u s t r y  N e w s

Allstate to Buy National General
• U.S. Insurer Allstate Corp. said on Tuesday it will buy National 

General Holdings Corp. for about $4 billion in cash, scaling up 
its auto insurance business.

• “Acquiring National General accelerates Allstate’s strategy 
to increase market share in personal property-liability and 
significantly expands our independent agent distribution,” 
Allstate Chief Executive Officer Tom Wilson said.

• The deal comes as the coronavirus crisis caused asset stress 
among insurers in North America, with ratings agencies 
assessing that the adverse impact of the pandemic for insurers 
will take some time to manifest.

https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/national/2020/07/08/574808.htm

https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/national/2020/07/08/574808.htm


K e y  C o n s i d e r a t i o n s
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I n d u s t r y  N e w s

https://www.propertycasualty360.com/2020/07/07/insurer-wins-in-covid-19-case-of-first-
impression-414-182680/

Insurer wins in one of the first U.S. COVID-
19 coverage rulings
• In one of the first coronavirus-related court rulings in the U.S., a 

Michigan Circuit Court Judge ruled in favor of the insurer in a 
case where restaurants were seeking insurance coverage due to 
COVID-19-related government shutdowns.

• Gavrilides Management Company sued its insurer, Michigan 
Insurance, for revenue lost during the coronavirus lockdown 
under its insurance policy with business interruption coverage.

• This decision supports what the insurance industry has been 
saying from the very beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, that 
there is no property damage caused when state and local 
governments prevent businesses from opening due to an 
increased risk of the transmission of the disease.

https://www.propertycasualty360.com/2020/07/07/insurer-wins-in-covid-19-case-of-first-impression-414-182680/


K e y  C o n s i d e r a t i o n s
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I n d u s t r y  N e w s

https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/us/news/breaking-news/insurance-industry-poised-to-
overcome-recession--study-227463.aspx

Insurance industry poised to overcome 
recession – study
• Total premium volumes are expected to return to pre-crisis levels 

in 2021, according to Swiss Re Institute.
• After growing by 2.2% in 2019, global life premiums are 

expected to contract by 6% this year. The non-life segment 
won’t be as heavily impacted, with premiums forecast to 
be essentially flat (-0.1%) after growing by 3.5% in 2019

• There’s uncertainty about the pandemic’s ultimate claims 
burden, with the median of current estimates at around $55 
billion, according to Swiss Re Institute. The insurance industry is 
currently well-capitalized to absorb the losses, however.

• “The magnitude of premium losses will be similar to that seen 
during the global financial crisis in 2008-09, even though this 
year’s economic contraction… will be much more severe.” –
Swiss Re Institute.

• Unlike the global economy, a strong V-shaped recovery in 
insurance premiums is expected.

https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/us/news/breaking-news/insurance-industry-poised-to-overcome-recession--study-227463.aspx


K e y  C o n s i d e r a t i o n s
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I n d u s t r y  N e w s

https://insurancenewsnet.com/innarticle/prudential-tips-first-domino-by-suspending-gul-product-
analyst#.XwncNyhKhPY

Prudential Tips ‘First Domino’ By 
Suspending GUL Product
• Prudential Financial is pulling its universal life protector product 

from the market, effective July 13, and one industry analyst 
expects many more products to join it on the sidelines.

• The problem is that ultra-low interest rates make it difficult 
to support guaranteed universal life designs.

• "The reserve requirements for these products are steep, 
and when interest rates are dim, it can tough to maintain 
profitability.” - Sheryl J. Moore, president and CEO of 
Moore Market Intelligence and Wink.

• Prudential's UL Protector product was the second best-
selling life insurance product for the first quarter of 2020.

• Prudential plans to reintroduce its Term30 product, effective July 
20.  Prudential had suspended applications for its 30-year term 
life insurance policy on April 13.

https://insurancenewsnet.com/innarticle/prudential-tips-first-domino-by-suspending-gul-product-analyst#.XwncNyhKhPY


F o r w a r d  T h i n k i n g
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T R Y I N G  T O  F I N D  O U R  A C T I O N  PAT H  F O R W A R D

Where are we? What is happening? What do we do?

“New Right Now”

Short Term

• Market volatility will create asset liability management risks for life 
insurers 

• Due to stay at home declarations, people are driving less and may 
begin to question insurance rates

• Uncertain economic conditions will lead to consumers looking for non-
essential expenditures to cut

• Identify ways to assist customers with payments as they 
endure difficult financial impacts – mitigate customers 
looking to cancel/downgrade

• Asses outbound messaging to ensure tone highlights 
increased empathy and transparency is reflected

• Ensure preparedness is properly communicated to customers 
to instill confidence

“Reopen”

Medium Term

• People begin economic activity again; harder impacted areas may be 
slower to stand up again

• Employees going back to work
• Carry-over of new buying/delivery models – face-to-face meetings 

might be skewing towards virtual
• Recession impacts, consumer confidence will most likely remain low

• Reopening agent locations with regional planning and 
understanding of impact

• Drive demand with focus on consumer segmentation, 
specifically geographic (some areas may rebound faster than 
others)

“New Normal”

Long Term

• New consumer behaviors born out of the pandemic begin to become 
standard:  buying/ delivery preferences, media consumption; brand 
engagement

• Insurance industry may begin to experience consolidation – companies 
with strong models pushing weaker performing competitors out

• Innovation will be key, reacting to new customer wants, 
needs, and buying models

• Acquire new customers from lagging/under-performing 
competitors



F i ve  T h i n g s  Yo u  S h o u l d  D o  T h i s  We e k
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1. Scenario planning for resurgence:
The resurgence of cases being seen across the 
country, leading to new restrictions, underscores 
the importance of understanding what 
strategies worked at the start of the outbreak.  
Merkle’s strong background in analytics can help 
provide guidance on next steps based on 
historical analysis and current market 
conditions.

2. Build a focused engagement strategy:  
Through tools like Merkle’s Economic 
Resilience Index dashboard 
(https://www.merkleinc.com/covid-19-
market-impact-dashboards), identify the 
overall physical and economic health of 
target areas and tailor messaging efforts 
supported with deep consumer data.  
These capabilities are more important now 
than ever with the rising cases seen in 
certain states across the country.

3. Focus on tone through creative design
Review your communications for tone and 
appropriateness.  Consumer focus on what 
brands are doing in response does not 
seem to be diminishing, in fact this looks to 
be increasing as new COVID-19 cases surge 
across the country.

4. Focus on digital capabilities: As states 
implement new safety mandates, consumers 
continue to move towards non-contact/digital 
means of making purchases.  Insurance companies 
across P&C and life are doubling down on digital 
preparedness with the assumption that COVID-19 
will have produced a shift towards digital that 
won’t be going away any time soon.

5. Generational segmentation: overall sentiment 
differs drastically between generational groups and 
poses the opportunity through design and 
message to differentiate how you communicate 
with these groups.  Merkle’s creative capabilities 
can help guide these decisions to ensure tone and 
focus is in alignment with consumer and 
generational sentiment.

Continue focusing operations and messaging efforts around these 5 critical areas:

https://www.merkleinc.com/covid-19-market-impact-dashboards
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BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION



M A R K E T I N G  G U I D E L I N E S
C O V I D - 1 9  R E S P O N S E

Acknowledge the 
situation

Evaluate your 
audience and 
timeliness of 
messaging

INFORM 
Provide information 
updates

© 2020 Merkle. All Rights Reserved. Confidential

Demonstrate empathy 
and sensitivity to help 
establish a human 
connection

A National 
Emergency presents 
a rare cultural 
moment where we are 
truly “in this together” 
– respect this

Information is key in 
times of uncertainty –
especially how your 
brand can help in the 
crisis

Make it easy to stay 
connected on social 
platforms

Be Relevant – consider 
your core brand pillars 
and stay true

Be Generous – free 
shipping or samples 
might offer a “feel-
good” moment

Be Authentic – this is 
critical to maintain 
brand trust

Re-evaluate daily 
communications – be 
ready to pivot quickly

Re-evaluate 
automations to 
determine whether to 
continue or pause

Check static content 
including footers & 
CTAs

EMPATHIZE 
Reassure and reduce 
anxiety

ACKNOLWEDGE 
Engage with your 
customers

BE TRUE
Encourage consumers 
to engage

MONITOR
Review your current 
marketing



R E - E VA L U AT E  4  K E Y D I M E N S I O N S  
O F  Y O U R  M E S S A G I N G
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Is the planned content relevant 
to the target audience given the 
current situation?

Has this consumer engaged in 
the past 90 days? Targeting 
lapsed audiences may create 
a negative brand experience.

Audience

EXAMPLE

Are there any static content 
blocks or dynamic content that 
needs to be revisited?

Drive to physical location / we 
miss you content may not 
be appropriate

Creative

EXAMPLE

Could any verbiage or tone 
be considered insensitive?

Last chance / time is running 
out is not sympathetic

Language/Tone

EXAMPLE

Are the product 
offerings/promotion supporting 
the message?

Reinforce relevant benefits 
such as a “grace” period

EXAMPLE

Offer



Coronavirus/COVID-19 Response Guidelines for Insurance Providers
• Develop messaging to convey that the brand places high priority on the situation; consider full range of channels available and 

choose most appropriate to your business and customers 
• Put digital channels at the forefront (email, site, SMS, apps) to allow you and your consumers to connect quickly to rapidly changing events
• Communicate frequently at a level that makes sense for your brand as the situation evolves
• Provide training and talking points to all customer care/customer-facing staff

• Consider creating a landing page/hub for content/updates related to COVID-19; promote through short emails with link to content hub 
• Information should be dynamic and updated regularly to match the changing nature of the pandemic
• Provide information on any changes to your products, services, agent availability, and communicate rule changes, exceptions, extensions
• Consider temporary changes to procedures, rules, and qualification criteria for certain benefits or transactions that may be impacted
• Rather than developing bespoke content, consider linking to publicly available CDC information
• Reinforce relevant benefits, or resources or content that may be useful, as appropriate
• Develop related messaging strategies specific to your customers and category (i.e., wealth management firms will have a perspective on 

market volatility, travel industry will share changes in government protocols/travel restrictions, etc.)

• Use the right tone: acknowledge the challenge, but reinforce that the company is making extra efforts to support customers, and the community –
consider this as it relates to call-center hours of operation, agent availability, etc.

• Detail the steps being taken to keep public spaces clean and protected 
• Identify ways for your organization to support response efforts in your community and support for vulnerable constituencies

• Encourage customers to use self-service tools whenever possible, including online self-servicing and mobile apps
• Provide links to download apps and access self-service, as well as links to instructions and tutorials for first-time users
• Consider specific communication/outreach for at-risk segments (e.g., senior citizens) who might rely on face-to-face servicing
• Ensure call centers are staffed to handle increased volume, and ensure online servicing tools have capacity to handle a spike in demand; be 

transparent about the potential delays, wait times, etc.

• Encourage and empower marketing teams to review/consider possible impacts of core outbound communications
• Be ready to adjust media flighting and messaging to a changing situation 
• Consider the full spectrum of customer response/experience channels (with particular emphasis on digital options), as consumers may shift 

from physical locations
• Pay attention to specific regional events (e.g., lockdowns), and respond accordingly by communicating impacts/options to affected customers

Engage with your customers

Provide information updates

Reassure and reduce anxiety

Encourage consumers to engage

Review your current marketing

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
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